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ABSTRACT

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women. The established screening method to detect breast
cancer in an early state is X-ray mammography. However, X-ray frequently provides limited contrast of tumors
located within glandular tissue. A new imaging approach is Ultrasound Computer Tomography generating three-
dimensional volumes of the breast. Three different images are available: reflectivity, attenuation and speed of
sound. The correlation of USCT volumes with X-ray mammograms is of interest for evaluation of the new imaging
modality as well as for a multimodal diagnosis. Yet, both modalities differ in image dimensionality, patient
positioning and deformation state of the breast. In earlier work we proposed a methodology based on Finite
Element Method to register speed of sound images with the according mammogram. In this work, we enhanced
the methodology to register all three image types provided by USCT. Furthermore, the methodology is now
completely automated using image similarity measures to estimate rotations in datasets. A fusion methodology
is proposed which combines the information of the three USCT image types with the X-ray mammogram via semi-
transparent overlay images. The evaluation was done using 13 datasets from a clinical study. The registration
accuracy was measured by the displacement of the center of a lesion marked in both modalities. Using the
automated rotation estimation, a mean displacement of 10.4 mm was achieved. Due to the clinically relevant
registration accuracy, the methodology provides a basis for evaluation of the new imaging device USCT as well
as for multimodal diagnosis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout Northern America and Europe, breast cancer is the most common cancer among women.1 Ap-
proximately 230,400 new cases of invasive breast cancer and additional 57,600 cases of in situ breast cancer are
expected to be diagnosed in the US in 2011. 39,500 women are expected to die from breast cancer every year.
Only lung cancer causes more cancer deaths in women.2 Detection of breast cancer in an early state is essential
for an effective treatment since the likelihood of developing metastases is correlated to the size of the tumor.3

Today medical imaging provides the method of choice for early breast cancer detection.

Currently X-ray mammography is the established screening method. It provides high resolution images and
is capable of visualizing e.g. microcalcifications. However X-ray frequently provides poor contrast for tumors
located within glandular tissue and only displays a projection of a deformed breast. In clinical routine, Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is used additionally for definite diagnosis, offering high contrast of soft tissue and
high diagnostic accuracy.4 Yet during MRI acquisition, usually contrast agent has to be administered to the
patient to visualize lesion vasculature. In consequence MRI is far more expensive and not as widespread as X-ray
mammography.5
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Figure 1: Relation between the ultrasonic properties speed of sound and attenuation for different breast tissues
(adapted and simplified from Greenleaf et al.9). A threshold on attenuation and speed of sound is used to
highlight suspect tissue within the USCT volume.

A new approach for breast imaging is Ultrasound Computer Tomography (USCT), which offers three-
dimensional volumes of the breast in prone position.6–8 The imaging is based on numerous ultrasound transduc-
ers, which surround the breast within a water bath. USCT provides three types of images: reflection images,
attenuation images and speed of sound images. Reflection images reveal changes in the echotexture and are
therefore able to image the surface of tissues. This results in the visualization of the morphology. Attenuation
and speed of sound images are expected to provide tissue characterization. A high speed of sound and a high
attenuation compared to surrounding fatty tissue respectively a high speed of sound and a low attenuation com-
pared to surrounding glandular tissue is expected to be an indicator of cancerous tissue (Figure 1 left).9 All three
modalities are usually fused to display the breast architecture, parenchyma and suspicious lesions simultaneously
(Figure 1 right).7

The correlation of USCT volumes and X-ray mammograms is challenging due to the different dimensionality
of images, different patient positioning and different deformation states of the breast. Since USCT is still in
development, comparison of images with the standard screening method mammography is of interest for quality
measurement, e.g. the correlation of histologically verified findings in the mammogram with the corresponding
region in the USCT volume. Furthermore the fusion of diagnostic information may benefit combined reading
in radiological diagnosis. Especially for dense breast tissue, characterization by attenuation and speed of sound
images may provide a guidance for diagnosis of cancerous lesions.

In earlier work we presented a method for the registration of X-ray mammograms and speed of sound vol-
umes10 based on an algorithm originally designed for the registration of X-ray mammograms and MRI volumes.11

It is based on a patient-specific biomechanical model to simulate the huge deformation which is applied to the
breast during mammography. The model is described as Finite Element Model (FEM) and built based on the
speed of sound volumes. The FEM simulation than mimicks the mammographic compression resulting in a
similar configuration of the speed of sound volume as in a corresponding mammogram. The projection of the
deformed speed of sound volume showed overlaying circumferences with the mammogram. Hence, both modali-
ties could be compared directly and overlay images providing visualization of speed of sound on mammograms
could be created for intuitive diagnosis.12 Yet the application of this method to all three image types provided
by USCT was not carried out before. Furthermore accuracy of the methodology was dependent on manual
corrections of the preprocessing.

In this paper we present a fully automated methodology and first image fusion results of all three image
types provided by USCT and X-ray mammograms. Section 2 explains the registration approach followed the
evaluation with 13 clinical datasets in section 3. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper and presents an outlook
on current and future work.
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Figure 2: Simplified principle of the registration process. A FEM model is created on basis of the preprocessed
USCT volume using a meshing algorithm. The model is parameterized by information from the mammogram.
Afterwards the compression simulation is carried out. Based on the deformed FEM model, the USCT volume is
deformed and projected creating an image directly comparable to the mammogram.

2. METHODS

The challenge of the image registration is that X-ray mammograms are two-dimensional projections of the
breast in a deformed configuration whereas USCT volumes present the three-dimensional undeformed breast.
This conflict is solved using a biomechanical model to estimate the relation between deformed and undeformed
breast. The deformation is determined by a compression simulation based on the Finite Element Method (FEM).
The underlying patient specific biomechanical model is built on the basis of the preprocessed USCT volume
(Figure 2).

2.1 Composition of USCT Volumes

USCT volumes are acquired at Karmanos Cancer Institute (KCI) using a clinical prototype and a standardized
acquisition procedure. Reflection images IR are fused with the thresholded attenuation images IA and the
thresholded speed of sound images IS for improved visualization according to the following formula:7

IF =
[
IR + IS=b

S=a

]
+ [IS>c • IA>d]

where • denotes the logical AND-operation and a, b, c, d are variable thresholds. The final image displays
the breast architecture and the parenchyma as grayscale image (first term of right hand side). Suspicious lesions
are shown as colored region (last term of right hand side, e.g. Figure 1).

To carry out the image fusion of a mammogram with the corresponding USCT volume, several processing
steps have to be performed (Figure 3). In the following subsections, each step is presented.

2.2 Image Preprocessing

Fused USCT volume IF as well as the corresponding mammogram have to be preprocessed. The mammogram
is scaled to meet the resolution of the USCT volume. Rotations are performed to match the internally used
coordinate system. An interpolation in anterior direction is applied to the USCT volume to obtain isotropic
voxels. Afterwards images are segmented into background and object using a provided presegmentation by KCI,
thresholding and morphological operations.
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Figure 3: Workflow of the fusion process: first images have to be preprocessed, afterwards the model-based
registration is carried out. Finally the visualization process creates the fused images of X-ray mammograms and
USCT volumes.

2.3 Registration

On basis of the preprocessed USCT volume, a patient-specific biomechanical model is built up. To describe the
geometry of the model a tetrahedral meshing is applied.13 The physical behavior of the model is described by a
material model and boundary conditions. We assume the breast tissue to be an incompressible material resulting
in only a shape change, not in a change of volume. The incompressibility is approximated by a Poisson’s ratio
near 0.5. The stress-strain relationship of the breast tissue is described by a neo-hookean material model and
using homogeneous tissue. We use material parameters as proposed by Wellman et al.14 Nodes at the back of
the model are fixed in anterior direction to model the fixation of the breast at the chest wall.

Boundary conditions are formulated via parameterization of the model by information obtained from the
mammogram. The mammographic compression is mimicked by a two step approach. In the first step, com-
pression plates modeled of a acrylic glass like material are added to the simulation. The deformation is carried
out by moving the compression plates until a defined amount of compression is achieved. The interface between
breast and plates is modeled without friction. Due to simplifications and uncertainties in this process, images
do not overlap congruently after carrying out the first simulation step. Hence the second step compensates
the deviation between deformed USCT volume (outcome of the first compression step) and the mammogram.
A target model is built up based on the segmented mammogram and displacement vectors between deformed
USCT volume and target model are defined on a closest point basis. The displacement vectors are applied as
new boundary conditions for a second FEM simulation resulting in a configuration of the USCT volume showing
congruently overlapping circumferences with the mammogram. Due to this, a projection image of the deformed
USCT volume can be spatially compared directly to the mammogram. For more details on the registration
process refer to Hopp et al.10, 15

2.4 Intensity-Based Rotation Optimization

Uncertainties in patient positioning and rotation angle of the images might cause less accurate results than
proposed by the original method.11 We approximate this misregistration by rotating the USCT volume around
the sagittal axis before starting the registration process described in section 2.3. While the rotation angle was
estimated manually in earlier work,12 the software is now enhanced using an intensity-based optimization. The
projection of the deformed USCT volume after the second simulation step and the corresponding mammogram
are compared using a image similarity measure S. The registration R using rotation angle α delivering the best
value for S is used as final result:

argmax (S (R (α)))

Due to the use of all three image types provided by USCT, architectural information is available, which
we expect to correlate with the internal structures of the breast visible in the mammogram. Different image
similarity measures were compared: normalized mutual information with different binning, correlation coefficient,
partitioned intensity uniformity, ratio-image uniformity,16 gradient difference and gradient correlation.17
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Figure 4: Generation of overlay on mammograms: a projection of the deformed USCT volume is used to
superimpose the original mammogram.

2.5 Image Fusion

In order to combine the three image types provided by USCT with the corresponding mammogram in a single
image, the maximum intensity projection of the deformed USCT volume IF is used to create a semi-transparent
overlay image on the mammogram (Figure 4). Regions showing a speed of sound greater c and an attenuation
greater d are extracted, color-coded and rendered on the mammogram while all other pixels of the overlay image
are set transparent.

3. RESULTS

For evaluation of the registration, 13 datasets from a clinical study7 of the Karmanos Cancer Institute in
Detroit, US, were used. Each dataset includes a fused and pre-segmented USCT volume and the according
cranio-caudal mammogram. Digital as well as analog mammograms were used. USCT volumes have a resolution
of 0.5mm/pixel at 450 × 450 pixel. The spacing between slices is 1mm, the slice thickness is 4mm. The number
of slices varies depending on the size of the patient’s breast. For evaluation purposes a criterion of inclusion is
the visibility of a lesion in both images. The datasets were reviewed by an expert and the circumferences of the
lesions were marked in both modalities.

The biomechanical models created for the evaluation consist of approximately 25,000 finite elements each.
Different tissue types within the breast are not considered due to previous experiments11 stating that there is
no major effect in using a more complex model.

The accuracy of the registration can be estimated by the target registration error of a lesion visible in both
modalities. Due to congruently overlaying images after carrying out the registration, the lesion marking can be
compared directly and the distance of the centers as well as the overlap can be measured. The aim for clinical
applicability is a large overlap of the contours and a small deviation between the center positions of the lesions
to be clinically applicable.

Image registration was performed successfully in all 13 cases. Without any sagittal rotation of the datasets,
a mean deviation of the centers of the marked lesions of 15.8mm (median 13.2mm, SD 11.4mm) was achieved.
The mean overlap of the lesion markings was 76% (median 85%, SD 32%).

To compensate for the rotation due to patient positioning and uncertain mammographic projection, datasets
were rotated around the sagittal axis in the range of -30◦ to +30◦. Using a manually determined rotation angle,
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Figure 5: Images of four patients. Each showing mammogram (left), maximum intensity projection of the
deformed USCT volume (middle) and fused image (right) highlighting suspect regions as colored overlay within
the mammogram. Due to grayscale print, colored regions are outlined in this figure using a white contour.

the mean deviation of the marked lesion centers could be reduced to 7.6mm (median 6.4mm, SD 5.1mm), the
mean overlap was increased to 95% (median 100%, SD 96%).

However this correction had to be done manually for each dataset. Hence it avoids a completely automatic
run and reproducible results. Therefore we applied the completely automatic rotation estimation based on image
similarity between X-ray mammogram and projection image of the deformed USCT volume. Image similarity
measures described in section 2.4 as well as registration accuracy were calculated for each rotation step. The
registration accuracy at the rotation angle delivering the best image similarity value was taken as final result.

Gradient correlation was found to deliver the best results, i.e. the best registration accuracy. The mean
deviation of the lesion centers was reduced to 10.4 mm (median 10.3mm, SD 6.6mm) using this measure. The
mean overlap of lesion markings was increased to 93% (median 100%, SD 12%). Using correlation coefficient a
mean deviation of 11.0mm was obtained, normalized mutual information achieved a mean deviation of 11.3mm.

All registration errors are below 20mm. In 9 of 13 cases, a good registration accuracy below 15mm was
achieved. 11 of 13 cases showed an overlap of lesions above 90%.

Semitransparent overlay images for the mammograms were created for all 13 datasets. The thresholds a, b, c,
and d were chosen patient-specifically by KCI. Resulting images are shown in Figure 5. The threshold overlays
line up well with the lesions visible in the mammogram.

4. CONCLUSION

After promising results presented in Hopp et al.,10, 12 the now presented enhancement of our registration frame-
work allows registration of a fused USCT volume with the corresponding mammogram in a completely automated
workflow. The registration accuracy achieved affirms our former results. The average distance between the cen-
ters of lesions in the projected USCT volume and the X-ray mammogram is, for most cases, acceptable. The
estimation of the rotation angle of the datasets is fully automated using image similarity measures. Hence no
manual corrections have to be carried out to achieve a satisfying registration accuracy. Against the background
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of uncertainties from marking the center and size of the lesion in both modalities, we believe these results are
already adequate for further investigation of the correlation of mammograms with the new imaging modality
USCT in future studies.

In addition we presented an overlay technique to visualize the information obtained from four modalities
in one image. The colored overlays obtained from the USCT volume are rendered as semi-transparent overlay
on the mammogram, enabling the radiologist to retrieve the morphology of the breast as well as quantitative
tissue characterization at a glance. The threshold for speed of sound and attenuation were chosen patient-
specifically. However an automatic thresholding is subject of current research. We expect this visualization
of such quantitative measures to benefit multimodal breast cancer diagnosis, especially for patients with dense
breasts.

To the author’s knowledge the registration and image fusion of USCT volumes with X-ray mammograms has
not been carried out before. The methodology allows combination of four modalities in one single image, which
can be used for evaluation of the new imaging modality USCT as well as for combined breast cancer diagnosis.
The information of USCT volumes has never been combined with X-ray mammography in such an intuitive
way. The overlay technique allows a radiologist to explicitly highlight suspect regions of high speed of sound
and attenuation within the mammogram. We expect this method to be beneficial for a more precise diagnosis.
Moreover using USCT in addition to X-ray mammography may result in a cost reduction, and a faster and more
comfortable examination, as USCT does not use contrast agent for a quantitative tissue characterization.

In future work we plan to expand the number of datasets to investigate our approach for clinical practice.
Improvement of the overlay technique and interactive presentation within a diagnosis software might increase
the usability for radiologists.
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